
JOURNAL OF THECHUNGCHEONG MATHEMATICAL SOCIETYVolume 20, No. 1, Marh 2007AXES OF A MINIMAL SURFACE WITH PLANARENDSSun Sook Jin*Abstrat. In this artile, we onsider axes of a minimal surfaein R3 of genus zero with a planar end, and then prove that twoonseutive axes near the planar end must be parallel but annotbe in a same line.1. IntrodutionAn immersed surfae inR3 is said to beminimal if its mean urvaturevanishes identially. Reall the atenoid is the unique nonplanar minimalsurfae of revolution, and so is really the simplest omplete minimalsurfae after the plane. Topologially it is a sphere S2 minus two points,and outside of a suÆiently large ompat set of R3 it onsists of twounbounded omponents orresponding to the two puntures in S2.In this artile, we onsider a minimal surfae of genus zero with aplanar end and try to look at that similar to the axis of the rotation ofatenoid.From the physial point of view, minimal surfaes in R3 are objetssubmitted to a balaned fore system, onsisting in the fores assoiatedto non-zero one-dimensional homology lasses in the surfaes. Morepreisely, eah losed urve  in a minimal surfaeM arries a fore thatexpresses the stress produed by an unit onormal vetor �eld � alongthis urve on the whole surfae. The ation of � provides a tendenyof translation, or linear momentum, whih we all the ux vetor. Onthe other hand, another ation relates a tendeny of rotation around anaxis, or angular momentum, whih is expressed by the torque vetor ofM along . These objets have been deeply studied by Kusner in [3℄, andthey and their modi�ations have only reently ome into widespreaduse in the study of minimal and onstant mean urvature surfaes, seeReeived Feburuary 9, 2007.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: Primary 53A10.Key words and phrases: minimal surfaes, axis, ux, torque.



72 Sun Sook Jin[3℄ and [4℄. In partiular, with the simple alulation, we an omputethe ux of the atenoid in the diretion of the axis of rotation.2. Flux and TorqueLet S be a ompat domain of a Riemann surfae, and letX : S ! R3be an isometi immersion. Applying Stoke's theorem we have that;ZS �SX dA = Z�S �dswhere dA is the element of area on S, �S is the Laplaian on S, ds isthe line element on �S, and � is the outward unit onormal whih istangent to X(S) but normal to �X(S). More preisely,� = dX (~n)where ~n is the unit vetor orthogonal to the unit vetor ~s tangent to �Sand (~n;~s) gives the orientation of S, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1.If X is minimal and S is equipped with the metri indued by X,then �SX = �H ~N = (0; 0; 0)where H is the mean urvature of S and ~N is the outward unit normalof X(S). Thus we have; Z�S �ds = (0; 0; 0):



Axes of a minimal surfae with planar ends 73Definition 2.1. Let X : S ,! R3 be a minimal surfae and  � Sis a losed urve. Then, under the metri indued by X, we de�ne theux of X along  as that; F lux() := Z � dsThe ux is well de�ned on the homology lass of [℄. In fat, if ~ 2 [℄then  [ ~ bounds a domain 
 and we have;0 = Z
�SX dA = Z � ds� Z~ � ds:Now let R~u be the Killing �eld assoiated with ounter-lokwiserotation about the axis `~u in the ~u diretion. From the identity(U ^ V ) �W = det(U; V;W )for vetors U; V;W in R3, we have;(X ^ �) � ~u = (~u ^X) � � = R~u � �where X is the position vetor of a minimal surfae de�ned on S. Be-ause R~u is a Killing �eld, R R~u � � ds is also a homology invariant andZ�S R~u � � ds = 0:This motivates de�ning the torque of a losed urve  on S as the vetor-valued quantity.
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74 Sun Sook JinDefinition 2.2. The torque of the minimal surfae S along  atO := (0; 0; 0) is de�ned by;TorqueO() = Z X ^ � ds:In general, the torque is dependent on the base point of the positionvetor X. If we move the base point from O to W 2 R3, then theposition vetor based on W is hanged to X �W , and the torque isTorqueW () = Z(X �W ) ^ � ds= TorqueO()�W ^ F lux():It follows that the torque of  does not depend upon the base point ofX if the ux of  vanishes.3. Planar endsLet X : S ,! R3 be a properly minimal immersion of �nite totalurvature with embedded ends. Denote byX(S) =M:Then it is well-known that, by Osserman [6℄, there exist p1; � � � ; p` inthe losure �S of the Riemann surfae S withS = �S n fp1; � � � ; p`gsuh that the stereographi projetion of the Gauss map g : S ! C, justsay the Gauss map of the minimal surfae, extends to a holomorphimap g : �S ! C. Let E1; � � � ; E` be the ends of M orresponding tothe puntures p1; � � � ; p`, respetively. In [8℄, Shoen proved that eahEi, 1 � i � `, is the graph of a funtion u with bounded slope over theexterior of a bounded region in some horizontal plane �i by;(1) u(x1; x2) = � + � log r + r�2(1x1 + 2x2) +O(r�2)for r = (x21 + x22) 12 suÆiently large, where �, �, 1 and 2 are realonstants depending on Ei. If � = 0 then the end is asymptoti to aplane, we say it a planar end, otherwise it is asymptoti to a atenoid.Let Ei be a planar end, then its Gauss map g has a zero or a pole oforder k � 2 at the orresponding punture pi, i.e., there is a oordinatez 2 C suh that;(2) g(z) = (z � pi)�k



Axes of a minimal surfae with planar ends 75in a small neighborhood of pi. Additionally, (Ei \ �i) n B, B being alarge ball, onsists of 2k� 2 urves whih are asymptoti to 2k � 2 rayson �i making an equal angle of �=(k � 1). In partiular, if g has a zero(or a pole) of the minimum branhing order 2 at the punture, thenM \ �i is an immersion of R1 whih is asymptotially parallel to theline;(3) 1x1 + 2x2 = 0in the horizontal plane �i, see (1).Note that we an take a representative urve of the planar end Ei.Preisely, it is the image of a boundary of a suÆiently small neighbor-hood of the punture pi in the domain, for example, Ei \ �B.Proposition 3.1 ([2℄). We de�ne the ux and the torque assoiatedto a planar end E with rami�ation order k > 1 in (2) as that of onerepresentative urve for the end. If it is the graph of a funtion u de�nedin (1) over a horizontal plane, then we an ompute that;F lux(E) = (0; 0; 0)Torque(E) = ( ��(�2; 1; 0) if k = 2(0; 0; 0) if k > 2:(4)Proof. Take a representative urve � := E \ CR of E whereCR = f(x1; x2; x3) 2 R3 jx21 + x22 = R2gis a right ylinder for a suÆiently large R > 0. Then the position vetor�(�) and the onormal vetor � of the urve are given by;�(�) = �R os �; R sin �; 1R (1 os � + 2 sin �) +O(R�2)��(�) = (os �; sin �; 0) +O(R�2);where 0 � � � 2�, respetively. First then we have;F lux(E) = Z 2�0 �(�)Rd� = (0; 0; 0);as R ! 1. It also follows that the torque of a planar end does notdepend upon a base point. Also, as R!1, we ompute the torque;Torque(E) = Z 2�0 �(�) ^ �(�)Rd� = �(�2; 1; 0):



76 Sun Sook JinNote that if E has the minimum branhing order, then the torque ofE is the diretion of E \� at in�nity, see (3).4. Main resultsWe denote a horizontal plane �t := f(x1; x2; x3)jx3 = tg for somet 2 R. Let E be a planar end of a minimal surfae M asymptoti to �0.Suppose that M \�0 is an immersion of R1 parallel to a line at in�nity,i.e., E has the minimum branhing order. Then there is a suÆientlysmall � > 0 suh that eah intermediate urve M \ �t is losed Jordanurve for all t 2 [��; 0) [ (0; �℄. Denote a part of M lying on the slabS(��; �) := f(x1; x2; x3)j � � < x3 < �g byM0 := M \ S(��; �)whih is a minimal annulus with a planar end. So there is r > 1 suhthatM0 is onformally equivalent to a puntured annulus Arnfpg whereAr := fz 2 C j 1=r < jzj < rg; p 2 Ar:Let X : Ar n fpg ,! R3 be a minimal surfae with M0 = X(Ar n fpg).Lemma 4.1. There is a base point Qt 2 �t, �� � t � � and t 6= 0,suh that TorqueQt(t) is vertial where t =M \�t.Proof. Let X = (X1;X2;X3) and take a point Q = (Q1; Q2; Q3) inR3, then X3 = Q3 along t learly. The torque vetor of t at Q isTorqueQ(t) = Zt(X �Q) ^ � ds= Zt �(X2 �Q2)�3;�(X1 �Q1)�3:(X1 �Q1)�2 � (X2 �Q2)�1� dsSine M meets the horizontal plane �t transversally, we may assumethat �3 > 0 in t. If ~Q1 < 0 and j ~Q1j is suÆiently large, thenZt(X1 � ~Q1)�3 ds > 0see Figure 3. On the ontrary, if Q̂1 > 0 and jQ̂1j is also large, thenRt(X1 � Q̂1)�3 ds < 0. Therefore, we have a real number Q1t suh that;Zt(X1 �Q1t )�3 ds = 0:
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Q
~X- γt1 1 Figure 3.Similarly, there is Q2t 2 R with Rt(X2 �Q2t )�3 ds = 0. Take the pointQt = (Q1t ; Q2t ; t) 2 R3, then TorqueQt(t) must be vertial. It �nishesthe proof of the theorem.Now we will refer a ux of M0 by; Let � be a representative urve ofthe end and let M�0 and M+0 be the lower and upper parts of M0 n �0,respetively, de�ned by the followings;M�0 :=M0 \ f�� < x3 < 0g; M+0 :=M0 \ f0 < x3 < �g:Take two Jordan urves �� � M�0 and �+ � M+0 , then � [ �� [ �+bounds a ompat minimal surfae, preisely, it is the image of a ompatsubset of the domain Ar n fpg, see Figure 4. SoF lux(�+)� F lux(�)� F lux(��) = (0; 0; 0):Reall the ux vetor of a planar end F lux(�) must be vanish, and thenwe have; F lux(�+) = F lux(��):In other words, eah intermediate losed Jordan urve of M0 has thesame ux. We refer it a ux of the minimal surfae and denote byF lux(M0).Theorem 4.2. Let Qt 2 �t, �� � t < 0 (resp., 0 < t � �), be abase point suh that TorqueQt(t), t = M \ �t, is vertial. We all ita vertial base point. Then all vertial base points of M�0 (resp., M+0 )are lying on a line `� (resp., `+) in the diretion of F lux(M0).Proof. Let both TorqueQt1 (t1) and TorqueQt2 (t2) be vertial ve-tors where �� � t1 < t2 < 0 or 0 < t1 < t2 � �. Sine t1 and t2 are
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Figure 4.homologous, we have;TorqueQt2 (t2) = TorqueQt2 (t1):= Zt1 (X �Qt2) ^ � ds= Zt1 (X �Qt1) ^ � ds+ Zt1 (Qt1 �Qt2) ^ � ds= TorqueQt1 (t1) + (Qt1 �Qt2) ^ F lux(M0)It follows that (Qt1 �Qt2) ^ F lux(M0) is also vertial vetor. Observeboth Qt1 �Qt2 and F lux(M0) annot be horizontal, so it must be;(Qt1 �Qt2) ^ F lux(M0) = (0; 0; 0):Therefore, (Qt1 �Qt2) and F lux(M0) are parallel.We refer to these straight lines axes `� and `+ as the axes of M�0andM+0 , respetively. The above theorem implies that all axes have thediretion of F lux(M0).Theorem 4.3. Two onseutive axes `� and `+ near the planar endmust be parallel but not be in a same line.Proof. The �rst statement is lear, so we enough to show the se-ondary one. Let � be a representative urve of the planar end E, and� = M \ ��, �� = M \ ���. Sine � [ � [ �� bounds a ompatminimal surfae, we haveTorqueP (�)� TorqueP (�)� TorqueP (��) = (0; 0; 0)for all points P 2 R3.
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Figure 5.Suppose that vertial base points Q� 2 �� and Q�� 2 ��� are lyingon a same axis line. Then the vetor (Q� � Q��) must be parallel toF lux(M0), and hene;TorqueP (�) = TorqueP (�)� TorqueP (��)= TorqueQ�(�)� TorqueQ��(��) + (Q� �Q��) ^ F lux(M0)= TorqueQ�(�)� TorqueQ��(��)whih is also vertial and independent under the base point as the torqueof a planar end. However, the torque of a planar end must be horizontal,see (4). Therefore we have;Torque(E) := TorqueP (�) = (0; 0; 0)whih ontradits that E has the minimum branhing order, as in (4) ofthe proposition in Setion 3, too.Referenes[1℄ D. Ho�man and H. Karher, Complete embedded minimal surfaes of �nite totalurvature. Geometry V, Chapter 1, Springer, Berlin Heidelberg, 1997, 7-93.[2℄ S. S. Jin, A minimal surfae of R3 with planar ends, Kyushu J. of Math. 55-2(2001), 351-368.[3℄ R. Kusner, Global geometry of extremal surfaes in three-spae, PhD thesis,University of California, Berkeley, (1988)[4℄ N. Korevaar, R. Kusner, and B. Solomon, The struture of omplete embeddedsurfaes with onstant mean urvature, J. Di�. Geom. 30. (1989), 465-503.
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